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At the 90-yea,r mark 
/feeolleeli119 how it 'used
"WHEN ONE IS INVITED to 'recollect' 
events of the past, he will probably 
have forgotten some of the more in­
teresting things; or he will glamorize 
events that were never dramatic, or 
he won't be able to recreate the event 
which made it 'eventful.' " 
In this assessment, Loren S. Simp­
son of Westminster, Md. notes well 
the difficulty placed on the contribu­
tors-he among them-to this article. 
He describes the problem of each of 
us when we think back to "how it 
used to be." And as the college marks 
its 90th academic session with special 
observances (see story on page 9), it 
is an appropriate time to "recollect" 
on college life past. 
Have you a favorite recollection or 
story about life at Bridgewater when 
you were a student? Share it with your 
classmates and alumni by writing the 
editor. 
• • •
Mr. Simpson '40BA-who gained 
the nickname of "Wally" during his 
freshman year at Bridgewater, and 
which has persisted to this day-re­
calls the "breakfast club" during his 
student days. 
For three to four years a group of 
us ate together each morning with 
"Miss Agnes" (Kline) and the home 
economics instructor as our faculty 
companions. Among the fellows were 
Hiram and Jacob Zigler, Lawrence 
Fitzwater, Howard Miller, Virgil Wei­
mer, Fred Woodie, and myself. 
We "solved" many problems of the 
day, criticized and proposed solutions 
on how to administer the school and, 
generally, conducted a rather noisy 
and meaningless exchange of com­
ments at the beginning of each day. 
Probably pretty "tame" by today's 
standards of conduct and intrigue 
among college students, but very 
meaningful to us at that time. 
A A A 
Herbert S. Garst '24BA of Bridge­
water, Va., remembers his college 
years during the "tumultuous twen­
ties" when he was one of 40 freshmen 
enrolled in 1920. He notes the mood 
and concerns of those times: 
In some ways they were akin to the 
times of today, a generation later. We 
had just gone through World War I. 
The divine right of the "establishment" 
was being questioned. The girls were 
both bobbing their hair and shorten­
ing their skirts at alarming rates. 
Brethren colleges were trying to 
hold back the tide of changing values. 
No dancing was allowed at Bridge­
water. Dating couples were supposed 
to use the college parlor on Sunday 
nights after attending church services. 
Al] couples leaving the campus were 
provided a chaperone. Smoking on 
campus was forbidden and prohibition 
pretty well took care of the alcohol 
problem. 
A regular farm bell mounted on a 
pole called the students to meals at 
the "White House." Likewise the old 
chapel belJ in Memorial's steeple called 
us to prayers every day at noon. 
Chapel attendance was required of 
everyone, Monday through Friday, in 
Memorial. Faculty members sat in a 
semi-circle on stage and took turns 
in conducting devotions. Visiting dig­
nitaries, from time to time, held forth 
at the rostrum, often encroaching on 
our lunch time. At the closing we 
marched out two by two to martial 
piano music. 
A A A 
The personal interest of a former 
president, Dr. John S. Flory, in a stu­
dent is told by Jacob M. Bennett 
'23BA of Wyoming, Del., who wanted 
to pursue a college education but 
didn't have the money for the first 
year at Bridgewater. Mr. Bennett re­
lates: 
One day I happened to meet Berlin 
Simmons, a West Virginian who was 
working on his A.B. degree at Bridge­
water College. Mr. Simmons explained 
to me the advantages of the Bridge­
water Academy and College over the 
normal schools and advised me to 
write to President Flory explaining to 
him my financial difficulties. 
I wrote Dr. Flory and asked him if 
it would be possible for me to procure 
work of any kind to help pay my 
school expenses. He informed me that 
all paying jobs had been assigned, but 
requested that I come with the money 
I had saved and said that if no jobs 
became available the school would 
trust me for the balance owed at the 
end of the year. The following week 
I enrolled in the Academy and Dr. 
Flory soon found a job for me, thus 
solving my financial problem for that 
year. 
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But Mr. Bennett's problems didn't 
end with enrollment. He was put with 
a disagreeable roommate and there 
were no other available rooms to 
which to transfer. With no other re­
source, he decided to pack his trunk 
and leave the college without telling 
anyone. But again Dr. Flory figured 
prominently in Mr. Bennett's plans at 
Bridgewater. 
It so happened that Brown Varner 
had desired to room alone and, there­
fore, had no roommate. Without my 
knowledge of his doing so, Dr. Flory 
took my case to Varner and he gladly 
agreed to accept me as a roommate. 
Dr. Flory came to my room smiling 
and informed me of the good news. 
He even helped me carry my trunk 
to Varner's room on the third floor 
of Wardo HalI without asking why my 
trunk was already packed. 
A A A 
If college of years past had its stu­
dent "activists," its pranksters, its light 
moments, and opportunities for larger 
relationships, it also fa9ed the question 
of war as the college and its students 
do today. Homer M. Kline, Jr. '47BA 
of Amelia Court House, Va., reff.ects 
on that period: 
I enrolled as a freshman in Septem­
ber 1940. The economy of our great 
nation was still suffering greatly from 
the effects of the continuing great de­
pression and our entrance into World 
War II was rapidly approaching. Stu­
dents felt a fondness and a nearness 
to one another and insecure as the 
almost total draft began in earnest in 
1942. The war was foremost on every­
one's mind. 
I recalJ when on February 18, 1942, 
thirteen members of the Army En­
listed Reserve Corps left the college 
at noon for their induction at Camp 
Lee. We had received our call a week 
earlier and since then we were guests 
in many room parties, and recognized 
in the cafeteria. These were sad days. 
In our group were George C. An­
derson, Hallandale, Fla.; Fred K. 
Betts Ill, Harrisonburg; Keith R. 
Crim, Strasburg; R. Donald Early, 
Rockingham; George E. Hall, Boones­
ville; John E. Hoover, Timberville; 
Bayard T. Keller, GrantsvilJe, Md.; 
Homer M. Kline, Broadway; Robert 
S. Miller, Bridgewater; W. Lawrence
Miller, Bridgewater; John R. Nipe,
Hallandale, Fla.; Herbert B. Whitmer,
to be' 
Jr., Harrisonburg, and Charles D. 
Zigler, Timberville. 
I will never forget when we were 
presented our transportation tickets by 
Dr. Charles C. Wright and of the spe­
cial reception by President Paul H. 
Bowman. Dr. Bowman gave us the 
very best wishes of the college and 
told us that our road will be a lonely 
one-and far from an easy one. You 
will set your own goals and follow 
your own pace, he said then. On the 
basis of your performance thus far, I 
predict that none of you will be too 
disappointed and we look forward to 
your safe return, he told us. 
We then bid farewell to the whole 
student body who walked with us to 
the road where transportation was 
provided to the Norfolk and Western 
Railroad at Elkton, Va. The train took 
us to Roanoke and then to Camp, Lee, 
where we went in thirteen directions. 
... ... ... 
The student issues of today had their 
1916 counterpart when the student 
body presented two concerns to the 
board of trustees in that year. M. R. 
Zigler '16BA of Sebring, Fla., recalls 
what happened. 
The four classes appointed their 
presidents to interview the trustees 
regarding the possibility of inter­
collegiate athletics, which had been 
discor,tinued for a number of years, 
and to ask that permission be · given 
to wear caps and gowns at commence­
ment for the graduating class. 
The committee prepared the argu­
ments for the return of inter-collegiate 
athletics and took a large share of one 
day for the presentation and the di­
alogue that followed between the mem­
bers of the committee and the trustees. 
The students had gone so far as to 
schedule a game for the night of the 
trustees' meeting. It was only a few 
minutes before the game started that 
the trustees sent word they had ap­
proved our request. 
As with athletics, the request for 
caps and gowns had to be considered 
in terms of the reaction of the church. 
When it was noted what other Breth­
ren colleges were doing, there seemed 
to be a willingness to act favorably 
but they hesitated to grant two re­
quests at one meeting. Finally it was 
allowed that the first graduating class 
after this decision could only have 
their pictures taken in cap and gown, 
and then the following classes could 
wear them for commencement. 
... ... ...
The "open doors" of the community 
are recalled by Agnes Kline '21BA of 
Bridgewater, the college librarian for 
38 years. 
Going back to the college's early 
years, in spite of increasing college 
accommodations, there were always 
students who roomed in town. Near 
the college, Miss Mary Miller had 
roomers upstairs and down including 
John T. Glick and Dr. C. H. Huffman. 
On the second block of College 
Street, Miss Annie Early and Mrs. 
Bertha Hughes had students. On Broad 
Street, Miss Regina Click had four 
Glicks from one family and at some 
time had I. C. Senger, Sam Connor, 
Walter Hooker, and Mary Rothgeb. 
One of these places was called Mill 
Creek Inn because of the number of 
students there from the Mill Creek 
community. 
While the student body was small 
and cars rare, all the food for the 
alumni banquets was brought in by 
the community often in buggies. Also, 
there was one Sunday when all stu­
dents were invited out to dinner in 
homes. 
An escape from college was a need. 
Also, we needed to know that certain 
doors were always open, certain listen­
ing always sympathetic, and certain 
interchange always lively. It was nec­
essary to know homes in which to 
laugh and in which to find friendship. 
An event at Cole Hall in some 
previous day. Can you provide the 
missing date and occasion 
in identifying the photo? 
1 
■ Earlier this year, Virginia's
General Assembly met in special
session to consider the recom­
mendations of the Commission
on Constitutional Revision. Two
of the proposals vitally affect the
state's private, sectarian colleges
-Bridgewater College among
them. This article, specially
written for the BRIDGEWATER
ALUMNUS, presents the implica­
tions of the constitutional
changes for such colleges as
Bridgewater which are confronted
today with financial troubles
and the competition of tax­
supported schools.
The writer, Harry Frazier, Ill, 
a native Virginian of Richmond 
and Charlottesville, is a partner 
in the law firm of Hunton, 
Williams, Gay, Powell & Gibson 
in Richmond, with which he has 
been associated since 1954. He 
serves as associate counsel 
for the Virginia Foundation for 
Independent Colleges and 
counsel for the Association of 
Independent Colleges in Virginia, 
and thus is thoroughly familiar 
with the independent college 
scene in the state. 
Two important proposals for 
nonpublic higher education stand
out in the proposed revision of
Virginia's constitution despite 
its primary emphasis on elemen­
tary and secondary public 
education. These proposals are
especially significant to 
Bridgewater and Virginia's other
church-related colleges. 
In its report to the Governor 
and the General Assembly, the
Comnussion on Constitutional 
Revision recommended, and the
General Assembly has now 
approved, an amendment re­
quested by the State's private
colleges. The amendment would
except two programs from the 
prohibitions of the present con­
stitution against aid to educational
institutions having ties with
organized churches. One is 
important to Virginia students 
enrolled at private sectarian col­
leges in the State. When 
authorized by the General 
Assembly, they will be able to 
participate in State-sponsored 
loan programs, such as the State
Teacher Scholarships now given
by the State Board of Education
to Virginia students attending
the State's public and private 
nonsectarian colleges, who are
preparing to teach in the public 
school system. The other program 
is important to all private colleges.
When authorized by the General
Assembly they may participate
in a program for financing the 
construction of educational facili­
ties through the issuance of lower
interest tax exempt bonds by a
State agency or authority. 
The language of the proposed
amendment as approved by the 
General Assembly is as follows:
"The General Assembly may
provide for loans to students 
attending nonprofit institutions of 
higher education in the Common­
wealth whose primary purpose 
is to provide collegiate or graduate
education and not to provide 
religious training or theological 
education. The General Assembly
may also provide for a state 
agency or authority to assist in 
borrowing money for construction
of educational facilities at such
institutions, provided that the 
Commonwealth shall not be liable
for any debt created by such 
borrowing." (Article VIII, Section
11) 
The purpose of this article is 
lo explore how these proposals
affect Virginia's many private
colleges and Bridgewater in
particular.
Need for Amendment
Virginia's present constitution 
already permits some scholarship
aid and may pennit State­
sponsored tax exempt bond 
financing, but neither program 
can be used at sectarian or church­
related colleges. As construed by
a 1955 court decision,* Sections 
67 and 141 prohibit the appropri­
ation of public funds to or for the 
benefit of an institution controlled
in any way by a church, 
The proposed programs are of 
little benefit to the private college
when limited to those that are
nonsectarian because most of 
Virginia's private colleges are 
sectarian. Historically a majority
of the private colleges in the 
United States have been spon­
sored by church organizations 
and even today 40 percent (800
of 2000) are church-related. But 
in Virginia the figure is 76 percent
(I 3 of 17). The private four-year 
colleges and their church affilia­
tions are as follows: 
Bridgewater (Church of the
Brethren) 
Eastern Mennonite (Mennonite)













Virginia Union (Baptist) 
Virginia Wesleyan (Methodist)
Washington and Lee 
Only Hampton Institute, Hollins,
Sweet Briar and Washington and
Lee can be classified as non­
sectarian so as to be eligible for
present or proposed State 
programs without constitutional
change.
*Almand v. Day, 197 Va. 419, 89 S.E.2d 851 (1955). 
Virginia's Constitutional Proposals 
by Harry Frazier, III 
The Financial Crisis 
The dual system of public and 
private colleges has been 
recognized as one of the strengths 
of higher education in both the 
nation and the State. While 
Virginia is blessed with several 
outstanding public institutions, 
some of its finest colleges are 
private. In terms of quantitative 
conbibution, the private colleges 
are currently educating about 
30 percent of the full-time under­
graduate enrollment at Virginia's 
four-year colleges. They are 
also training a substantial number 
of teachers for the Virginia public 
school system. At times one or 
more of the private colleges fur­
nish more public school teachers 
than some of the State-supported 
colleges. 
It is an accepted fact that 
private colleges throughout the 
country are approaching a finan­
cial crisis. The vast emphasis 
on higher education has prompted 
greatly increased legislative 
appropriations for public institu­
tions. Costs continue to climb 
but the traditionally low tuition 
charges at public institutions have 
not increased to any substantial 
degree. 
Tuition charges at private col­
leges, which are their primary 
source of operating income, have 
increased at an alarming rate. 
The ratio of student costs between 
public and private institutions 
has increased from 1.6 to I 
to 2. I to l in the past decade. 
One prominent educator has pre­
dicted that within the next decade 
it will cost a student 2 ½ times 
as much to attend a private 
institution. This pessimistic pre­
diction is underscored by the 
number of private institutions 
which have become a part of 
state systems rather than close 
their doors. Prominent examples 
are the universities of Buffalo, 
Houston, Kansas City and 
Louis�e. Closer to home is the 
case of Frederick College. When 
the State decided to establish a 
community college in the 
Portsmouth area, this struggling 
private junior college decided to 
become that community college 
rather than close. 
The Response in Other States 
State legislatures are beginning 
to recognize the vital role which 
private colleges are playing and 
to respond to their needs in 
various ways. 
One way has been by making 
available to the private colleges 
the same opportunity enjoyed 
by public colleges to borrow 
construction money through the 
issuance of bonds on which 
interest is exempt from Federal 
income taxes. In 1957, New York 
created the Dormitory Authority 
of the State of New York to sell 
its tax exempt revenue bonds 
to provide funds for the construc­
tion of dormitories at both public 
and private colleges. The dormi­
tories are then leased to the 
colleges at a rental sufficient 
to pay principal and interest on 
the bonds. A number of states 
have adopted similar programs. 
No appropriation of public funds 
is required by these programs. 
In contrast to such bond financ­
ing programs are various types 
of direct State aid. For example, 
Illinois, Maryland and Pennsyl­
vania have recently provided for 
state scholarships to students 
attending both public and private 
institutions of higher education. 
The Pennsylvania constitution 
was amended to permit scholar­
ship grants or loans to students 
attending church-related colleges. 
New York has initiated direct 
grants to institutions at the rate 
of $400 for each bachelor's and 
master's degree conferred and 
$2400 for each doctoral degree. 
The Governor of New York has 
recommended a constitutional 
amendment to enable the church­
related colleges to participate in 
the program. Indiana adopted a 
novel approach by providing for 
direct credits against the state 
income tax for individual and 
corporate contributions to its 
public and private colleges. 
The Virginia Response 
Virginia's approach is more 
modest, for it does not contem­
plate any State appropriations 
to private colleges. It would allow 
the State to extend to students in 
private institutions, whether 
church-related or not, loan pro­
grams already available to 
students in the public and private 
nonsectarian colleges. The present 
program for State Teacher Schol­
arships contemplates that these 
loans can be cancelled by a 
specified period of teaching in 
Virginia public schools or by 
repayment in money. 
The proposal to permit tax 
exempt borrowing is patterned 
on New York's successful expe­
rience in dormitory financing but 
has been broadened to include 
other facilities related to the 
educational process, such as 
classrooms, student unions, health 
centers, and dining halls. Such 
a program costs the State nothing. 
It merely allows the financing to 
be arranged by a public agency 
which results in the interest on 
the bonds being exempt from 
Federal income taxes. This exemp­
tion can reduce the annual cost 
of borrowed money by as much 
as a third. 
While the uninformed may 
fear that the proposed amendment 
may weaken the traditional wall 
of separation between Church 
and State so carefully erected in 
our present constitution, the 
amendment has been drawn to 
and Nonpublic Higher Education 
Virginia's Constitutional Proposals and Nonpublic Higher Education 
4 
Education Committee Holds Public Hearings 
avoid involving the State in 
religious activities. To begin with, 
the amendment specifically 
excludes any aid to an institution 
such as a seminary whose pri­
mary purpose is to provide 
religious training or theological 
education. Virginia's church­
related colleges typically operate 
like any other college. Their 
charters or by-laws often impose 
denominational requirements in 
the qualification of election of 
trustees and they may receive 
modest financial aid from church 
institutions. Yet none imposes any 
religious test for student admission 
or faculty selection or serves pri­
marily a single faith. For example, 
last year only one-fourth of the 
students at Bridgewater were 
members of the Church of the 
Brethren. 
While significant steps remain, 
the adoption of the proposed 
constitutional amendment seems 
assured. It is a part of the "general 
amendment" which contains only 
items considered to be non­
controversial and it must be 
approved or rejected in its 
entirety. Assuming approval of 
the general amendment at the 
regular se.ssion of the General 
Assembly in 1970 without change 
and approval by the people at an 
election to be held later in the 
year, it will become effective 
July L 1971. 
While helpful, the limited pro­
grams authorized by the 
amendment will not solve the 
financial crisis facing Virginia's 
private colleges. They will, how­
ever, constitute a long-overdue 
public recognition of the vital 
role which the private colleges 
are playing in higher education. 

6 
by H. LeRoy Scharon 
hold? This period of time, an experiment of International 
Scientific Cooperation, was to be a part of an unusual 
program first initiated in 1957 during the International 
Geophysical Year. 
I walked up the gangplank onto the deck of the Soviet 
oceanographic ship, Professor Vieze, and received a recep­
tion every bit as warm as the weather. The Soviets' cordial 
reception of me as a person made possible for us the 
sharing of our hopes, desires and problems but at the same 
time not lose our identities as citizens of our respective 
countries. 
It has been said that Antarctica, a continent of some 
five million square miles and covered with an endless 
frozen waste, has in many ways delighted in pitting its 
hostile environment against mankind's aspirations for the 
continent. But it is here, in spite of all these difficulties, 
that men of all nations move freely, exchange their ideas, 
and engage in international fraternization. 
Here on a continent, not only hostile but also "indif­
ferent" toward man, there is human warmth, sorrow, 
selfless devotion and common aspirations among all nations 
working there. I would like to share some experiences that 
exemplify these close relations. 
My life was one pleasant experience after another at 
the Soviet stations of Molodezhnaya, Mirny, and Bellings­
hausen, and was also rich aboard the Soviet ships on which 
I was privileged to sail. Both the men and women were 
eager to learn much about the United States: its physical 
features, early history, cities, culture, and people. Match­
ing their zeal I tried to share these facets of my country 
with them then and continue to do so now in correspond­
ence. 
I was moved by their choice of American presidents, 
Washington and Lincoln-perhaps the most greatly ad­
mired-and Kennedy. Lincoln, they felt, epitomized man 
greatly concerned for all mankind. John F. Kennedy held 
an almost equal place in their hearts. We talked about 
their admiration for the astronauts and the Apollo 9 
flight. They even expressed some hope that, by some error 
DR. H. LE ROY SCHARON '39BA, professor of geo­
physics, Washington University, St. Louis, left in Novem­
ber 1967 for a 16-months tour as an exchange scientist 
representing the National Science 
Foundation with the Soviet Arctic 
and Antarctic Research Institute of 
Leningrad. He returned last Febru­
ary not only with his studies of rock 
magnetism in the mountain ranges 
of Byrd Land but with some incisive 
and deep impressions of the Soviet 
people, which he relates here. Dr. 
Scharon is an outstanding expert on 
the development and application of 
geophysical methods and mapping 
Dr. Scharon techniques to mining and modern 
construction, and was involved in 
the building of the various extensions of the Pennsylvania 
Turnpike. His professional honors and writings are numer­
ous. In May he addressed the college's Lambda Society 
and was made an honorary member. He has two daughters 
attending Bridgewater, Kathleen, a sophomore this fall, 
and Anne Carol, a junior. 
perhaps, the men of that flight might land close to our 
Soviet ship so we might have the honor of rescuing them. 
What a celebration that would have been! 
These people possess a deep sense of feeling for their 
fellowmen. This was exemplified by many incidents such 
as telegrams sent to my home in St. Louis and to me for 
the celebrations of Christmas and Easter. Then there was 
the message to my home sent by the chief of the 13th 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition expressing his pleasure of 
greeting my family at the beginning of the New Year and 
assuring them that I was in good health and that the 
pleasure was all theirs to have me sharing in the comrade­
ship of the expedition. 
UT ALL OF this may be highlighted by a single in­
cident. Toward the end of the trip I had the priv­
ilege of meeting and talking with a senior scientist 
of the 14th Soviet Antarctic Expedition. As part of 
our meeting he laboriously cancelled many envelopes that 
I had prepared for my younger son, an amateur philate­
list. He refused my suggestion that I should do this work. 
Raising his head and looking at me, he simply replied, 
"But we must suffer for our children." 
The Vietnam War was at a high peak of intensity during 
my stay in Antarctica. The Soviet men and I discussed 
this tragic event many times in terms of the human misery 
it was inflicting on millions of people. These men and I, 
apparently in complete personal harmony with one an­
other, were nevertheless living in a paradoxical situation 
perpetuated by our governments in the Cold War. Any 
moment a bullet made in the Soviet Union could snuff 
the life of my eldest son who was in the thick of the 
Vietnam conflict. 
Yet the men at the station and the men and women on 
the various Soviet ships showed only genuine concern for 
my son and me. I could not have received any more atten­
tion even from my own countrymen. When start of the 
peace conference in Paris had been announced there was 
a noticeable relaxation and hope among all of us. My 
Soviet friends came to me with happiness in their faces 
and in their hearts assuring me that we should not worry 
for the war would soon be over! 
The assassinations of Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther 
King seemed to produce among us an atmosphere char­
acterizing the hopelessness of modern civilization. I was 
overwhelmed with a sense of amazement at the tragedies 
and found it difficult to even attempt explanations. I had 
none! Assurance, quickly and confidently given me, af­
firmed that such senseless and violent crimes could not 
occur in the Soviet Union, because firearms there were 
under strict control. Imagine their embarrassment when 
several months later a near tragedy, reported by the 
Moscow radio, brought an attempted assassination on 
one of the Soviet cosmonauts to their disbelieving ears. 
There was no need to press the subject. 
HEN THE unexpected announcement was first 
heard over the radio from Moscow that Czecho­
slovakia had been occupied, many friends came 
to me privately saying that this was not right. 
I could appreciate their reactions, and not once did I 
make it an issue. My greatest concern came during a 
special meeting called by the chief and the station com-
missar to announce that a radiogram from the station to 
Moscow was to be sent saying in essence that all personnel 
at the station backed the Soviet government in its action 
against the Czech "territory." The men sat in undemo­
cratic silence, and at the close of the meeting, with eyes 
cast down, moved listlessly out of the room. At that 
moment I was extremely gratified for the right, inherent 
in a democratic system, to express personal opinions 
publicly. 
There were times when we were faced with periods of 
anxiety and grief. Just such a time arose during the night 
in which one of our companions was reported missing in 
a blinding, driving snow storm. One of the greatest fears 
that man can experience in the Antarctica is being lost in 
a storm. The men of the station immediately rallied to­
gether to work in groups of three, scouring the immediate 
area of the station and beyond in an attempt to find this 
man. There was no rest nor sleep for anyone until in the 
early morning hours our companion was found huddled 
against the leeward side of a small building some distance 
from the center of the station, with warmth supplied by 
a small fire. 
Even at this moment the rescue took on a sense of 
comic relief for the life sustaining fire had been built 
hard against the dynamite storage shack. Several days 
later our rescued companion came around to apologize 
for his having given the camp such a scare. We assured 
him that finding him alive and safe was the important 
element of the entire incident. Men when bound together 
in an isolated area and for a specific cause seem to over­
come ideological boundaries and live as one. 
C[) URING A PERIOD of seemingly critical illness,
two young men stood at my bedside inquiring of 
my condition. When the word was spoken by the 
doctor and his head turned in the negative, con­
cern was very apparent on their faces. I shall never forget 
this human bond and no matter what the ultimate outcome 
of our international situation, these men will always remain 
close and dear to me. If only in our everyday lives we 
could constantly be faced with expressions of brotherhood 
such as this, mankind would certainly develop a deeper 
appreciation of the elements of human kindness and 
attempt to always practice them. 
Sixteen months could drag on incessantly in an area 
like Antarctica. How contrary to the reality of living were 
the Soviets who are a fun loving, humorous, and musical 
people. In playing chess they fought with the best of 
mental ability. Dominoes with a loud snap were literally 
driven onto the playing table accompanied by boisterous 
laughter. How these things relieved the tension! Just to 
watch their hard playing was relaxing, as was hearing 
their group-singing of the many folk and war songs to 
the accompaniment of the accordion or the balalaika. 
But just as sincere was their participation in sports both 
in teams and as individuals. The latter were more inter­
ested in the welfare of their bodies while the former com­
peted with traditional fury and fervor. During the cele­
bration of the Seventh of November two teams were 
chosen, one to represent Leningrad and the other Moscow, 
in a competitively hard-fought soccer game. Imagine a 
lone American refereeing the game and almost at the very 
start having to penalize rough players. The game finally 
ended with no hard feelings. The climax came in the 
evening during the traditional Revolution Day banquet 
when I was presented with a book of poems by Lermentov 
with the inscription to a "fair and just American referee." 
There were many moments when I felt and believed 
during my long association with these Soviet people that 
we were drawn closer together, almost as if united in 
one cause, despite our entirely different political ideologies. 
These nights during the long winter when the winds were 
calm, temperatures low and the air crisp, it was the prac­
tice for the men to pair off in two's and walk for hours 
over the frozen snow and ice in the vicinity of the station. 
When a place was found where the warmth of your body 
was not lost we would stand and in simple terms philoso­
phize about life and man's problems. 
(0 NE PARTICULAR evening two of us looked
toward the firmament and saw the Milky Way 
reaching across the skies. We saw the Southern 
CR-OSS and realized this constellation had served 
the navigator of the ship as a compass in the Southern 
Hemisphere. We then cast our attention and thoughts to the 
famous constellation Centaurus and saw its two brightest 
stars Alpha and Beta, either of which could possess a solar 
system like ours. 
Our discussion progressed to the question of intelligent 
life on one of the possible planets in either solar system. 
It was then we looked each other in the eye, realizing 
that they could not help us here on our planet to solve 
our differences and live in peace. In this moment we both 
believed that the solution was very simple. For here we 
were standing under the firmament and on this vast frozen 
waste, both sharing a hope and desire. Then, and even 
now, I say to myself that there we both had the faith that 
was so essential in order to bring peace to all mankind 
on this earth of ours. 
Y HEART HOLDS many lasting impressions of 
my Soviet friends. The friendships will last if the 
freedom expressed in Antarctica is allowed to 
continue now that we are all home. I remember 
the experiences of my final departure, the firmness of the 
many handshakes, the genuine Russian hug and kiss. 
I remember the testimonial presented to me on the 
Fourth of July: "Though far from your homeland, you 
display the courage of a lofty purpose and share with us, 
as a comrade but not a guest, all the difficulties of Ant­
arctica. We express our satisfaction that your scientific 
work at the station is useful for the study of the planet 
earth. We hope that you will carry a sincere memory 
about us as an example of creative concord and friendly 
relation." 
At Freemantle, Australia, in February of this year, as 
I was about to leave the last of the many Soviet people I 
had grown to admire and appreciate, I could not simply 
say good-bye. In a short note, pinned to the ship's bulletin 
board, I wrote the following: "Now I must say good-bye. 
This is very difficult because I am just a bit sentimental. 
Therefore, from the depths of my heart, I hope that some­
time, somehow, somewhere, we shall meet again. I recall 
a Russian proverb that is appropo now, 'The world is not 
without kind people.' I thank you. I embrace you. Good­
bye." 7 
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Clem Bess named registrar; 
Alumni director vacancy filled 
CLEMENT A. BESS has been ap­
pointed College registrar, effective Oc­
tober 1, succeeding Donna L. Miller, 
who will be taking up residence in 
Charlottesville, Va., after her marriage 
this fall. 
Mr. Bess has been a member of the 
college's administrative staff since Au­
gust 1964 when he became director 
of men's housing and took on the 
additional position of director of finan­
cial aids in July 1966. 
Before coming to Bridgewater, Mr. 
Bess taught for five years on the sec­
ondary level in Maryland schools. He 
was graduated summa cum laude in 
1959 from Bridgewater College and 
has done graduate work at the Uni­
versity of Maryland. 
An active churchman, he is a lay 
minister and a member of the Bridge­
water Baptist Church, where he is 
chairman of the board of deacons. On 
campus he is advisor to the Naviga­
tors, a new evangelistic student organi­
zation. 
In his announcement of Mr. Bess' 
appointment, President Geisert said 
that "Mr. Bess has become known for 
his ability to relate to a large number 
of administrative details and at the 
same time to know personally most 
of the students attending the college." 
The native New Yorker has also 
been involved with various committee 
work of the college in admissions, stu­
dent affairs, campus traffic, cafeteria, 
and new student housing. 
Mr. Bess and his wife, the former 
Donna B. Furman of Coudersport, 
Pa., have two children, Mrs. Anita L. 
Christian of Bridgewater, and Lynn A. 
Bess, presently serving with the U.S. 
Army in Vietnam. 
Miss Miller '59 BS has been 
registrar since 1962, first serving the 
college for three years as an instruc­
tor in business education. Last fall 
she was re-elected secretary-treasurer 
of the Virginia Association of Col­
legiate Registrars and Admissions Of­
ficers, and was publicly commended 
for her work with the group. 
Assuming college responsibilities for 
financial aids and men's housing will 
be ABRAHAM J. EVANS of New Creek, 
W. Va., a 1969 August graduate in
economics.
WALTER L. SMITH, JR., joined the 
college staff on Sept. 1 as associate 
director of development and director 
of alumni affairs. 
Mr. Smith, 30, was assistant direc­
tor of development at Lebanon Valley 
College in Annville, Pa., a position he 
held since 1966. Prior to that, and 
since his 1961 graduation from Leba­
non Valley, he was a member of 
L VC's public relations staff and direc­
tor of conferences. 
He holds the master of science in 
education degree from Temple Uni­
versity. Single, and a native of New 
Jersey, Mr. Smith is an active Meth­
odist churchman. 
"Mr. Smith will relate primarily to 
the activities of the Bridgewater Col­
lege Alumni Association in its pro­
grams and projects," said President 
Geisert in delineating his area of re­
sponsibility. "He will be interested in 
maintaining and strengthening strong 
chapter programs and will relate to 
alumni activities on the campus, such 
as Homecoming and Alumni Day. In 
addition, Mr. Smith will carry a major 
responsibility for the Annual Fund, 
including the organizing of solicita­
tions, telethons, and the class agent 
program. 
"We feel most fortunate to have 
been able to secure Mr. Smith's serv­
ices, with his excellent background in 
college work, and solid experience in 
public relations and  deve lopment  
gained from his years at Lebanon 
Valley College," Dr. Geisert com­
mented in announcing the appoint­
ment. 
As a musician and sportsman, Mr. 
Smith holds memberships in Phi Mu 
Alpha Sinfonia, a professional music 
fraternity, and in College Sports In­
formation Directors of America. He's 
also served as official timekeeper for 
the Hershey Bears, an American 
Hockey League team. 
Mr. Smith fills a position that has 
been open since the resignation last 
year of the Rev. Jacob F. Replogle, 
who took a pastorate in Pennsylvania 
after directing Bridgewater alumni af­
fairs for 12 years. 
LINDA S. SCHULTZ of Harrisonburg 
will join the college faculty in Sep-
Miss Schultz 
tember as an instruotor in Spanish. 
Last year Miss Schultz taught Span­
ish at Harrisonburg High School. She 
is a graduate of Longwood College in 
Virginia and expects to receive her 
master's degree in December from 
West Virginia University. 
At the universi ty, where she 
completed her academic work this 
summer, she held a teaching assistant­
ship in Spanish. Living overseas for 
ten years, she has attended secondary 
schools in Paraguay, Colombia, and 
Iran. 
Teaching part-time this fall as in­
structor in band is DAVID E. ARBO­
GAST, band director of Elkton, Va., 
elementary and high schools and music 
theory teacher. Mr. Arbogast assumes 
responsibility for the college's march­
ing and concert bands, succeeding 
A. George Bortz.
Under one roof 
STUDENT SERVICES are under one 
roof for the first time, with the open­
ing this summer of the new Campus 
Center. 
The $1.6 million, 48,000 sq. ft. 
complex houses the bookstore, post 
office, dining hall, student and faculty 
lounges, snack shop, recreation areas, 
television lounge, and student govern­
ment and publications offices in mod­
ern air-conditioned facilities. There is 
also an art exhibit room and a presi­
dent's dining room. 
Dedication of the center will be 
next spring, as a part of the college's 
90th anniversary year observance. A 
photo story of the new center will be 
featured in a later Alumnus.
The "face" of the campus will change 
in other ways too with the completion 
of the Campus Center. The space in 
Memorial Hall that was the bookstore 
and snack shop for many years will 
become the Business Office. 
Moving also from the George B. 
Flory House ( Administrative Annex), 
which will be relocated, to the lower 
level of Wardo Hall will be the offices 
of development, alumni affairs, church 
relations, and public information. 
Financial aids and men's housing 
offices will move one floor lower to 
what used to be the college post office 
in Founder's Hall. In another change, 
faculty offices will be put in Roller 
House that has served as the Home 
Management House, now no longer 
needed for this purpose with the erec­
tion of Moomaw Hall and the reno­
vation of parts of Rebecca Hall for 
home economics instruction. 
The campus radio station, college 
chaplain, and other faculty will have 
offices on Rebecca Hall's second floor. 
Scheduled for razing are East Hall, 
whose former art department occu­
pants will find new facilities in Re­
becca Hall, the addressograph office 
known as Smith Cottage, and the old 
apartment house on East College 
Street. A paved parking lot across 
Dinkel Avenue from Heritage Hall is 
also projected this fall, and new side­
walks reflect the changed traffic pat­
terns of student life. 
'69 Homecoming 
"UP, UP AND AWAY" as a home­
coming theme might seem a bit flighty, 
but it stirs one's curiosity. And it in­
vites some surprises too-as visitors 
to the Oct. 11 event may discover. 
The festivities get off to an early 
start for the students with class skits 
on Wednesday night of that week, and 
the decoration of parade floats Thurs­
day. Friday, there's a pep rally and 
bonfire, followed by a car caravan. 
Alumni begin to pour on campus 
Saturday morning. The traditional 
homecoming parade starts the after­
noon activities, with a longer parade 
route and more bands planned this 
year than ever before. 
The Bridgewater Eagles meet Gal­
laudet College on Riverside Field at 
2 p.m. and at halftime the 1969 Home­
coming Queen and her court will be 
presented. An after-game reception 
for alumni, students, faculty, and 
friends, reunion dinners for the classes 
of 1944, 1959, 1963-64-65, and 1968, 
a chorale program, tours of the cam-
pus center and other new facilities, 
and the Homecoming dance close the 
day. 
Additional details and registration 
information will be sent to all alumni 
soon. 
Plans for Parents' Day on Nov. 1; 
include a football game against Shep­
hard College, and the Pinion Players 
second performance of William Shake­
speake's "Twelfth Night." The play 
will also be given Friday, Oct. 31. 
90th session events 
DEDICATION OF TWO new buildings 
and other facilities next spring will 
highlight Bridgewater College's 90th 
anniversary observance, which will 
coincide wtih the 1969-70 academic 
year. 
Dr. Samuel A. Harley, chairman of 
the newly-formed 90th Anniversary 
Steering Committee, said the dedica­
tion of the campus center, Moomaw 
Hall, art department facilities, and 
renovations to the front of Cole Hall 
auditorium and to Rebecca Hall will 
be held as a single event on April 4. 
The campus center was placed into 
use this summer, and Moomaw Hall 
(for home economics) and other new 
faciLities will be occupied in Septem­
ber. 
The anniversary events will be held 
under the theme, 90 YEARS: A HERI­
TAGE, A PROMISE, lifting up both the 
achievements of the past and the ex­
pectations of the future. 
The dedication weekend will begin 
Friday, April 3 with the Founder's 
Day convocation and evening ban­
quet, and an open house of the new 
facilities will be held April 5 for the 
general public. Speakers for the Friday 
and Saturday events will be announced 
later. 
The dedication is one of several spe­
cial events, lifting up the college's nine 
decades in higher education, being 
planned for the college's 90th session. 
Through the year groups of educators, 
clergymen, businessmen, and commu­
nity persons will be guests of the col­
lege in previewing the expanded col­
lege facilities and student services, Dr. 
Harley said. 
The completed buildings are part of 
the college's current development pro­
gram, 90th Anniversary Fund, "A 
Projectio11 in Excellence," which ex­
tends until June 30, 1971. 





tor, announced the following persons 
as members of the 90th Anniversary 
Steering Committee: 
From the campus, Dale Mekeel, 
vice chairman, assistant to the presi­
dent; Dr. Ray Andes, foreign language 
department chairman; Dr. John Boit­
nott, secretary of the board of trustees; 
David L. Holl, development director; 
Ronald E. Keener, public information 
director; Lowell A. Miller, business 
manager; Miss Anna Mae Myers, 
home economics department chair­
man; Melvin Wampler assistant busi­
ness manager; and Dr. Wayne F. 
Geisert, college president. 
Others named, from Salem, Va., 
R. Douglas Nininger, chairman of the
board of trustees; from Roanoke, Va.,
Dr. R. Lowell Wine, board member;
from the community, Clinton Ken­
nedy, mayor of Bridgewater.
Student representatives on the com­
mittee are Lynn N. Myers, a senior 
from Boones Mill, Va., and student 
senate president, and Miss Nancy L. 
Woodward, a junior from Front 
Royal, Va., and chairman of the spe­
cial events committee of the Executive 
Program Council. 
Choir 'visits' homes 
THE COLLEGE'S CONCERT CHOIR 
sang in the homes of thousands of 
Virginians this summer-through the 
facilities of WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, 
and WWBT-TV Richmond. WLVA­
TV Lynchburg and WBOC-TV, Salis­
bury, Md., are planning later viewings. 
The programs were made possible 
with a color video-tape produced in 
April by the 34-voice Concert Choir. 
The half-hour tape was made and 
aired over Roanoke's WDBJ-TV while 
the choir was on its spring tour of 24 
churches and schools, and is repre­
sentative of the spring program. 
The tape of sacred music is avail­
able at no charge to alumni chapters 
and individuals who are interested in 
making arrangements for its viewing 
over their area television station. Con­
tact should be made with the college 




College engages in self-study 
prior to accreditation review 
BEFORE ONE CAN KNOW thyself, one 
must study thyself-and the same can 
be said for institutions such as col­
leges. 
During the next academic year 
Bridgewater College will be engaged 
in an institutional self-study program 
prior to a. review of the college's ac­
creditation by the Southern Associa­
tion of Colleges and Schools. The self­
study is the process by which accredi­
tation is reaffirmed; it is required of 
member institutions each ten years. 
In the year ahead faculty and 
administrators of the college will delv.e 
into identifying strengths and weak­
nesses, problems and solutions at 
Bridgewater. 
Faculty committees will consider 
these areas of college life and pro­
gram: purpose, chaired by Dr. Harry 
G. M. Jopson; organization and ad­
ministration, Dr. Herman L. Horn;
educational program, Dr. William G.
Willoughby; financial resources, Dr.
John W. Martin, Jr.; faculty, Dr. Ray­
mond N. Andes; library, Dr. James
A. Mumper; student personnel, Dr.
Martha B. Thornton; physical plant,
Dr. Emmert F. Bittinger; special ac­
tivities, Dr. W. Robert McFadden;
and research, Dr. Lowell V. Heisey.
A revised statement of purpose for
the college was adopted in April by
the faculty and board of trustees ( and
published in the April issue of Bridge­
water Alumnus). The committee chair­
men were chosen to lead study in
areas outside their major responsibili­
ties to insure a more objective look at
the particular program. Upperclass
students will serve on several study
committees.
The study, slated for release in the 
fall of 1970, will go first to the board 
of trustees for their discussion and 
acceptance. 
The Southern Association manual 
for the self-study points out that the 
program is designed to "help institu­
tions reassess their objectives, measure 
success in attaining objectives, explore 
ways and means by which educational 
efficiency may be improved, and pre­
pare for the ever-increasing demands 
by society." 
Comprehensive and institution-wide 
in character, the self-study says the 
manual, will "examine and evaluate 
the past and the present in resources, 
faculty, students' programs, and clien­
tele; and all of these elements will be 
studied in close relation to the purpose 
and objectives of the institution. The 
primary focus of the self-study should 
,be upon the long range goals neces­
sary to full realization of the institu­
tion's defined role in higher education, 
and a recapitulation of these goals is 
t9 be the culmination of the self­
study." The penetrating survey of the 
Bridgewater program may well indi­
cate revisions needed in purpose, ob­
jectives, or other areas of the college. 
Within the student personnel 
committee, alumni activities of the 
college will be studied in terms of 
goals, program, financing, effective­
ness, and other areas. Alumni will 
likely be involved in the self-study 
through a questionnaire requesting 
their comments on different aspects 
of the college program. 
In more general terms, the study 
of alumni affairs will concern itself 
with the overall question, "What 
changes are deemed appropriate for 
a more effective alumni program and 
for more effective participation of 
alumni in constructive improvements 
of the institution?" 
Leading the alumni 
AFTER A YEAR as president-elect of 
the Bridgewater College Alumni As­
sociation, Harold D. Smith '43BA has 
moved to the presidency of the 8,000 
member organization for the college 
year ahead. Mr. Smith is associate 
director of the Cooperative Extension 
Service of the University of Maryland, 
and makes his home at 3407 Cool 
Spring Road, Hyattsville, Md. 20783. 
Serving with him on the executive 
board are: 
W. Wallace Hatcher '55BA, presi­
dent-elect; president and general man­
ager, Lantz Homes Inc.; he lives at 
Sunset Drive, Broadway, Va. 22815. 
James 0. Bowman '57BA, vice 
president; d i rec tor o f  gu idance ,  





fax Co., Va.; he may be reached at 
Route 1, Box 36A, Manassas, Va. 
22110. 
Mrs. Sandra Barnhart Keeler '57, 
secretary; housewife and mother of 
four children, part-time B.C. student; 
her residence is at 474 Preston Drive, 
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801. 
Ray M. Wine '51BA, treasurer; 
assistant manager, Valley Small Loan 
Corp.; he resides at 43 Monument 
Ave., Harrisonburg, Va. 22801. 
Additional members of the execu­
tive committee during the year ahead 
are Robert F. Horn '50BA, 726 Roose­
velt St., Harrisonburg, Va. 22801; 
Thurman T. Grossnickle, 6116 Tilden 
Lane, Rockville, Md. 20852, and Dr. 
Wayne F. Geisert, president of the 
College. 
The alumni directory listing new 
association directors and local chap­
ter presidents is on the inside back 









C[) OES THE classroom teacher
impede, rather than assist in, 
the learning process? Can the 
student achieve greater learn­
ing through programmed, self-directed 
study than he can in a classroom? 
Research at Bridgewater College 
may prove, at least for some in­
struction, that the traditional lecture 
method of presentation is not the most 
effective method of learning. 
The U. S. Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare in July 
awarded the college nearly $10,000 
for an educational research grant into 
determining some answers in this area. 
The project, under the administra­
tion of the college's psychology de­
partment, is being directed by Dr. 
Donald R. Witters, assistant professor 
of psychology. Initiated by department 
chairman George W. Kent, the project 
will involve nine members of the fac­
ulty and four different departments. 
The research will be conducted 
along the lines of a pilot study made 
by Mr. Kent and Dr. Witters during 
the past college year. In that study, a 
general psychology class of 120 sopho­
mores was randomly divided into two 
groups, the first taught by the tradi­
tional lecture method and employing 
the usual testing procedures. 
The second group did not attend 
class. Instead they were told that the 
course consisted of 25 study units 
which had to be completed by the end 
of the semester, and were given a 
study guide, reading assignments, and 
questions on each assignment. A readi­
ness quiz was given three times a week 
to indicate their ability to continue in 
the program or whether restudy of 
the previous unit was needed. 
Both groups used the same text­
books, but the first group received ad­
ditional material in the lectures while 
the self-directed group had to obtain 
it as outside reading. 
Upper division psychology students 
were used as proctors for checking 
quiz performance and in discussing 
concepts of the material which mem­
bers of the self-directed group may 
not have understood. Six hourly exam­
inations were given to both groups to 
determine the students' grades for the 
course and for comparison of the two 
methods. 
Did the two methods affect the 
learning process significantly? The 
pilot study indicated these results: 
-the self-directed group, which
studied on its own, had a higher aver­
age score on the first five hourly 
exams than the lectured-to group. 
-the difference in performance of
the two groups on all five tests was 
significant while an initial test at the 
beginning of the course indicated no 
such difference between the groups. 
-some of the students in the self­
directed group had already taken the 
final exam and completed the course 
early, one even doing so by Thanks­
giving recess. 
The new approach essentially en­




by a reward, applying the principles 
of behavioral psychology to a pro­
gram of education. Each time the stu­
dent performs a correct action, such 
as learning a particular unit of study, 
he is rewarded and the learning is re­
inforced. The reward, in this case, is 
the feedback from a readiness test 
indicating progress and the ability to 
proceed to new material. 
Some initial work in this area was 
done by Dr. Fred S. Keller, with 
whom Dr. Witters did work at Ari­
zona State University. 
Dr. Witters' initial work encouraged 
him to pursue it further after coming 
to the Bridgewater faculty last year. 
The pilot study and now the Federal 
research grant resulted. 
Several advantages are noted in the 
self-directed program over the lecture 
method, other than indicating that stu­
dents' performances are improved over 
what they would have been if the tra­
ditional lecture method had been used. 
First, the method allows the student 
to move through the course at a speed 
commensurate with his ability and 
other demands on his time, as indi­
cated by the students who completed 
course requirements before the end of 
the semester. 
Second, students are required to 
demonstrate their mastery of all the 
past material before moving on to 
more advanced material. 
And finally, the use of student proc­
tors permitted repeated testing, im­
mediate scoring, and almost unavoid­
able tutoring, thus freeing professors 
where their roles were not essential 
to learning. 
Not only was student performance 
demonstrably improved, but their in­
terest and motivation in the course 
was enhanced. With the former fairly 
well founded, Dr. Witters and his 
associates will be placing more atten­
tion in the year ahead on the moti­
vational aspect. 
Cooperating with the study next fall 
will be courses in general and educa­
tional psychology, sociology, cultural 
anthropology, western civilization and 
religions of the world. One question 
to be answered by the study is whether 
the method can be applied to academic 
areas other than psychology. 
While such procedures of self­
directed study and testing are not un­
common in high schools and colleges, 
a detailed and careful statistical evalu­
ation of student performance under 
such procedures has not been made. 
One question to be answered: Is this 
method of such superior educational 
value as to be recommended above 
other, more traditional learning proc­
esses? 
Additional r li.ention will be given 
in the research year to refining the 
procedure, studying for example, the 
JOINING THE FACULTY in February 
1968 as an assistant prnfessor, 
Dr. Donald R. Witters has been 
interested in experimental analysis of 
beravior as it regards problem solving 
and the discovery of new approaches to 
education. A native Pennsylvanian, he 
has been educated at Elizabethtown 
C'.Jllege in Pennsylvania, Bethany 
Theolo�ical Seminary, Oak Brook, Ill., 
and Arizona State University, Tempe. 
His doctJral research centered on the 
effect of teacher demands placed on 
the student for accurate performance. 
At Arizona State, he headed the 
research program of the psychology 
department involving work on the 
conditioning of verbal behavior in 
small group settings. 
relation of student proctors to the 
learning situation and whether the 
amount of material presented affects 
student progress. 
The researchers will also look at 
other techniques not involved in the 
pilot study, such as the use of demon­
strations, small group discussions, and 
laboratory involvement. 
Consultants to the research study 
will include Dr. Jack Michael of West­
ern Michigan University and Dr. 
Keller, now also with Western Michi­
gan. 
GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL psychology 
as it relates to behavioral psychology 
and new teaching techniques has been 
a specialized interest of George W. 
Kent, associate psychology professor, 
and psychology department chairman 
since 1954. Prof. Kent is a graduate of 
Franklin College in Indiana and of the 
University of Oregon. He has done 
additional work at Wisconsin and 
George Washington Universities. He 
has spent three summers in studying 
and writing at Arizona State University 
and the University of Oregon on a 
$4400 NSF Science Faculty Fellowship. 
Prof. Kent is a member of the 
American Psychology Association, the 
American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, and the 
Virginia Academy of Science. 
cp SYCHOLOGY at Bridgewater 
College has a three-fold pur­
pose, the department chairman 
says, in terms of 
V the general education program 
("For the average student, the Gen­
eral Psychology course is the only con­
tact he has with an experimental be­
havioral science. His previous ex­
posure to psychology has been of a 
popular or quasi-scientific nature and 
does not prepare him to understand 
the value of behavioral science in the 
modern world, the problems it faces, 
and contributions it can make.") 
y service courses for other depart­
ments 
( "It is recognized by other dis­
ciplines that psychology courses can 
strengthen a student's concentration in 
one of the social sciences, education, 
and perhaps biology.") 
y psychology majors 
("The psychology major is con­
strued as a preprofessional major, 
much like the premedical and pre­
dental majors, and as such must ade­
quately prepare the student for later 
graduate level studies.") 
These observations were brought by 
George W. Kent, head of the B.C. psy­
chology department since 1954, when 
asked about the place of his discipline 
in the small college liberal arts pro­
gram and about psychology's relevance 
to the student-major and non-major 
-after graduation.
All students are required to take a
general psychology course where em­
phasis is on the "understanding of 
human behavior in terms of sensa­
tion, perception, motivation, emotion, 
maturation, intelligence, and the learn­
ing processes." 
But what of the psychology major 
at Bridgewater? In a department of 
limited resources and-only since 
1968-two faculty, what assumptions 
underlie such a program and what 
philosophy of education can the stu­
dent expect to find? Prof. Kent ex­
plains, naming four such assumptions. 
"In the first place, the small liberal 
arts college-such as Bridgewater­
should take advantage of small ad­
vanced classes and opportunities for 
close contact with major students. 
And, too, we must accept the respon­
sibility of assisting in the development 
Psychology 
as taught at 
Bridgewater 
of attitudes to the profession, toward 
science, methodology, and one's own 
abilities." 
He further recognizes, secondly, 
that not all majors will choose to go 
on for advanced professional training, 
though nevertheless, he says, the ori­
entation should be a preprofessional 
one. 
"A good preprofessional curriculum 
should be of no disadvantage to the 
student who wishes to enter some 
allied field," he observes. 
The department had six majors in 
the 1969 graduating class, two of them 
entering graduate college. Carolyn S. 
Miller, Hampton, Va., was accepted 
for graduate work in psychology at 
Central Michigan University, and 
Norma J. Beheler, Roanoke, Va., will 
enter Radford College this fall for ad­
vanced psychology training. 
Janet L. DeRossi, Falls Church, 
Va., and Barbara Walbridge, Easton, 
Md., have obtained employment at 
Fairfax-Falls Church (Va.) Mental 
Health Center with the prospect of 
graduate work later. At this writing, 
Charles "Andy" Ramstetter, Jr., Rich­
mond, Va., plans to fulfill his military 
obligation in the Air Force, and Larry 
A. Yatchum, Compton, Va., was an
August graduate.
The associate professor, in a third 
assumption, notes that a curriculum 
should be general rather than applied 
or oriented toward training for a voca­
tion. "Society is not specifically seek­
ing B.A. psychology majors," he says, 
noting that openings are limited and 
advancement opportunities poor for 
B.A. technicians. Moreover, profes­
sional concerns abound about "train­
ing the B.A. student in testing and be­
havioral modification procedures and 
then turning him loose on the public," 
he says. 
"There is, instead, a firm belief 
that a solid grounding in basic general 
psychology has greater transfer value 
in a good student than applied train­
ing." 
Finally, it is assumed that curricu­
lum should be oriented toward method 
rather than subject-matter. "While 
subject-matter in a given area can be 
mastered by the good student, meth­
odology, approach, attitudes of pre-
cision, skepticism, and so-forth, are 
never finally acquired. This is to say 
that any advantage in methodology 
given an undergraduate student is not 
likely to be lost if he continues to 
grow professionally." 
What Prof. Kent is saying, then, is 
that the psychology student at Bridge­
water is given a broad, general orien­
tation to his field which should bene­
fit him in further professional training, 
if he chooses, or in some allied field. 
Approach is more important and uni­
versal than specific subject matter, 
helping him to think regardless of the 
problem at hand. And a professional­
ism is built in work habits, in close 
contact with faculty, in a broad ac­
quaintance with other fields and 
concerns. 
Prof. Kent lays stress on individual 
initiative and discovery as goals of he 
and Dr. Witters in their work with 
students, and in their concern for the 
liberally-educated student-even with­
in a single discipine. 
"Though I'm sure we don't always 
succeed, we try to develop attitudes of 
precision, skepticism, and quantifica­
tion, attitudes of respect for human 
beings and other living organisms, and 
an attitude of self-confidence in one's 
ability to attack problems." 
"Emphasis is also given to individual 
laboratory experience in which we try 
to encourage creative and novel ap­
proaches to laboratory work," he says. 
One of those approaches open to the 
student is the use of the IBM 1130 
computer in the college's C.E. Shull 
Computer Center. It is used by the de­
partment through the year in statis­
tical analysis and data processing, in
on-line applications and real-time ap­
plications in laboratory work, and in
stimulation and "modeling" in psy­
chology. 
"The goal," Prof. Kent says, "is 
to permit the student to think in terms 
of utilization of the computer in be­
havioral research." 
In a rough estimate, some 70 per­
cent of B.C.'s psychology majors go 
on to some other form of advanced 
training in psychology or allied fields 
-a testimony to the kind of solid,
sensible experiences given the psychol­





in the small college? 
HAT IS OR should be the place of psychology 
in a small liberal arts college such as Bridge­
water? 
Four B.C. alumni-all with doctorates in psy­
chology-addressed themselves to this question in terms 
of their own specialties, encompassing physiological, in­
dustrial, clinical, and experimental psychology. 
DR. S. ANNE FIFER-WHITEHOUSE '62BA, Des Moines, 
Iowa, assistant professor, Drake University; specialization 
in physiological psychology with neuro-chemistry emphasis: 
The function of undergraduate instruction of psychology 
either in the state or in the private liberal arts colleges 
should not be primarily to prepare the student for a career 
in psychology, but rather should be oriented toward estab­
lishing a manner of thinking and evaluating data which is 
uniquely characteristic of psychology. 
The psychologist no longer holds a patent on behavioral 
studies but does still have the best credentials for instilling 
experimental methodology for the study of integrated 
behavior. He must at least be conversant with physical and 
biological sciences, thus a broad science major is quite 
desirable. The result may or may not be a professional 
psychologist but rather a behavioral scientist in the broader 
sense: a scientist with sophistication in neuro-chemistry, 
neuro-physiology, or neuro-anatomy who because of his 
previous training in psychology is able to see an organism 
both as a group of chemical, psychological processes, or 
anatomical structures, but also as an organism involved in 
integrated behavior thus contributing to the total under­
standing, definition, prediction, and control of behavior 
which is impossible to achieve from any single level of 
study alone. 
DR. ROBERT B. GARBER '37BA, Glen Rock, N. J., 
partner, Rohrer, Hibler and Replogle, New York man­
agement consulting firm; specialization in individual and 
organization evaluation and development: 
General education in psychology, in the first place, may 
enrich the personal life of those who expect to secure a 
terminal bachelor's degree. If the proper study of man 
is man, psychology is the most intimate of the scientific 
disciplines for this study. As in other sciences, one learns 
how to approach real-time problems with a logical method 
and a substantial, though incomplete, body of knowledge. 
One may, and in my opinion should, also gain a good 
deal of self-awareness and insight into others which will 
help him live creatively. 
Second, a thorough grounding in undergraduate psy­
chology is essential for those who wish to get a doctoral 
degree in order to teach or do research. A rigorous cur­
riculum with high emphasis on the academic-scientific­
research model is preferable for those pursuing this career 
path. The need for gifted and deeply committed research­
ers is greater in psychology than in the physical sciences 
at this point in man's cultural evolution in the opinion of 
many of us. 
The service motivations which lead many students to 
come to Bridgewater College could well find expression 
through practicing psychology in its many exciting settings. 
DR. WAYNE B. KINZIE '60BA, Greenville, N. C., asso­
ciate professor, department of psychology, East Carolina 
14 University, specialization in clinical psychology: 
Psychology in the small liberal arts college should orient 
itself about the area of personal growth as opposed to the 
strictly theoretical experimental area. While not necessarily 
playing down ·the idea of preparing students for graduate 
school, this, I feel, should remain secondary. Most psy­
chology majors at B.C., at least in my class, did not go 
on to graduate school, so they probably benefited more 
from the life-oriented courses than the general-theoretical 
courses. This, of course, might change. 
Moreover, the small college should offer some kind of 
personal counselling service to students dealing with per­
sonal problems, as opposed to vocational, professional, 
etc., advice. 
DR. WILLIAM S. RAY '51BA, Pittsburgh, Pa., professor, 
department of psychology, University of Pittsburgh; author 
of four books on psychology; specialization in psychological 
statistics and research design: 
Crucial to the vigorous development of a department of 
psychology in a small liberal arts college is the opportu­
nity to produce majors, some of whom will go on to gradu­
ate school to earn their doctorates and then take positions 
themselves as teachers and researchers. The small college 
may not be able to provide the great variety of highly spe­
cialized teachers found in the larger universities but it can 
provide sound basic training of a quality that will insure 
admission of its students to graduate training programs. In 
this connection it would be wise to plan the major cur­
riculum so as to insure satisfaction of the requirements 
of a few graduate schools to which students could be 
directed. 
Psychology has a contribution to make in maintaining 
the breadth of the educational experience provided for 
majors in the liberal arts and also plays an important 
supporting role for the training of majors in other specific 
fields in the behavioral or social sciences. 
On campus research 
enhances classroom 
instruction 
cp SYCHOLOGY is not the only area at Bridgewater
College where research is taking place-whether for­
mally or informally, with government assistance or 
at personal initiative. 
In physics, for example, a National Science Foundation 
grant of $13,500 for pure research was given to the college 
in June. 
The project, which is a renewal of a current four-year 
program, in general terms seeks to measure the densities 
of the rare gas xenon near its critical point by using a 
Beam's magnetic suspension densitometer. 
The research is being conducted by Dr. Donald L. 
Deardorff, assistant professor, and Dr. Dale V. Ulrich, 
dean of the college and professor of physics. The grant 
covers a year's work. 
Biology professor Dr. William L. Mengebier, as reported 
earlier this year, has a grant from the Virginia Academy 
of Science for on-campus research in bio-chemical evolu­
tion, which may help answer some questions about the 
nature of evolutionary control. 
Modest research activity in chemistry has been con­
ducted by Drs. Frederick G. Keihn and Lowell V. Heisey, 
with some initial support from a NSF institutional grant. 
Dr. Keihn has been studying chemical reactions in solids, 
with the long-range objective of obtaining a detailed under­
standing of the mechanism of these reactions. 
With this project especially, as well as with that of 
Dr. Mengebier and others, students have been involved 
in a stimulating learning experience, contributing to the 
classroom and educational processes as well. 
Dr. Heisey has been involved over the past 12 years 
with students in synthesizing and testing the biochemical 
activity of certain anti-cancer compounds. John E. White 
is also refining some on-going research in mathematic 
statistics of benefit to the college, in relation to grade point 
predictions. 
Research is being done by faculty in the social sciences 
and humanities, as well, often as personal inquiry and 
sometimes for doctoral programs. The college actively 
seeks government grants and programs which, as with 
the psychology grant, may be performed on campus, which 
may assist professors in pursuing advanced work, and 
which bring new equipment into the teaching process of 
the college. 
Dale E. Mekeel, who joined the college staff last fall, is 
coordinator of government programs and is chairman of 
the college's institutional research committee. Bridgewater 
also is a member of the Regional Education Laboratory 
for the Carolinas and Virginia, a consortium of 19 schools 
for institutional research. 
Grants received for various scientific purposes from the 
National Science Foundation from 1964-68 totaled more 
than $150,000. U.S. Office of Education grants in the same 
period, often for purposes other than the sciences, were 
more than $215,000 in the same period. 
Research at Bridgewater College does not, however, 
interfere with the teaching process; it often assists it. The 
indifferent professor, intent in his own advancement and 
professional acclaim by colleagues, is not the pattern at 
B.C. The college seeks to maintain the close, personal con­
tact of faculty and students. Research has its place in the
educational setting. As one observer put it: "A student's
education is enhanced if he can apply techniques presented
in the classroom to actual problems in a research setting."




Elaine Kaye Wampler and Rufus Clyde 
Huffman '71, were married July 19, 1969 
in the Dayton (Va.) Church of the 
Brethren. They are residing in Bridge­
water, Va. 
1970 
Carolyn Anne Clarkson artd Lewis 
Paul Kinzie '70, were married June 14, 
1969, at the Troutville (Va.) Church of 
the Brethren. They are at home in Bridge­
water, Va. 
Gail Gordon Polakiewiez '70 and 
Frank J. Polakiewiez '69BA, announce 
the birth of Melissa Ann on March 10, 
1969. 
1969 
Ina Fitzwater '69BS and Jerry Baker 
were married May 17, 1969, at Linville 
Creek Church of the Brethren. They are 
at home on Rt. I, Linville, Va. Mrs. 
Baker is employed as a home economist 
for Shenandoah Valley Electric Coop. 
Charles Sheldon Ritchie '69 and Cath­
eryn Elyse Zook, were married April 12, 
1969, at Vandenburg AFB, Calif. Mr. 
Ritchie is a sergeant in the U. S. Air 
Force, now stationed at Washington, D.C. 
Martha Anne Stover '69BA and Bruce 
Wayne Barlow '68BA, were married June 
8, 1969, at the Dayton (Va.) Church 
of the Brethren. Mrs. Barlow is making 
her home with her parents while Mr. 
Barlow is serving with the U. S. Army 
in Vietnam. 
1968 
Michael C. Betts '68BS, has received 
a commission of second lieutenant in the 
U. S. Air Force with a reserve commis­
sion in the medical service. 
Tommy Glascow '68BA, has been 
signed with the Richmond (Va.) Road-
runners as fullback-linebacker for the 
1969 season. 
Eugenia Ann Hoop '68BA and Jerry 
Dull, were married December 28, 1968. 
They are at home at 726 Michigan Ave .. , 
Jefferson City, Mo. 
John Myers, Jr. '68BA, is the new 
head football coach at Elkton (Va.) 
High School. 
Rosemary Nelson Reid '68 and Donald 
R. Reid '67, announce the birth of
Michael Alan on January 15, 1969. The
Reids also have a two-year-old son,
Patrick Brian.
1967 
Margarieta Sontag Rangel '67BA, re­
ceived the Master of Arts degree in 
Spanish from the University of Virginia 
in June. 
Frances R. Schwaninger '67BA, is 
teaching six hours a week and taking 
nine hours' class work at the University 
of Utah, working toward her master's 
degree. 
1966 
Norma Jean Plecker and Jerry F. Cor­
bin '66BA, were married April 5, 1969, 
in the First Presbyterian Church, Har­
risonburg, Va. They are residing in Vista 
Heights, Bridgewater, Va. 
Charles S. Decker Ill '66, received 
the M.A. degree from Central Michigan 
University in June. He will be teaching 
freshman and sophomore English at 
Kansas State College of Pittsburg this 
fall. 
John Erb '66BA, has become the new 
head basketball coach at Harrisonburg 
(Va.) High School. 
I/Lt Bingham W. Higgins '66BS, 
USAF, is attending the Command and 
Control Systems Computer Programmer 
course at Keesler AFB, Miss. After com­
pletion of this four-month course he will 
Nine attend theological meeting 
NINE ALUMNI CONSIDERED the 
theme of faithfulness in change during 
a theological conference in July spon­
sored by the Church of the Brethren 
General Board. 
Assembled on the campus of Beth­
any Theological Seminary, Oak Brook, 
Ill., some 50 persons sought to de­
termine what it means to be faithful 
as a Christian in a time of rapid 
change. 
Participants included the Rev. Ben­
jamin F. Simmons '63BA of Clare­
mont, Calif.; Mrs. Lauree Hersch 
Meyer '55BA of Chicago; the Rev. 
Howard A. Miller '60BA, of Dixon, 
Ill.; the Rev. James Poling '64BA of 
Philadelphia, Pa.; the Rev. David L. 
Rogers '51BA and H. Eugene Woods 
'58BA of Roanoke, Va., and from 
Elgin, Ill., Dr. S. Loren Bowman 
'34AB, the Rev. Donald E. Fancher 
'58BA, and the Rev. Earle W. Fike, 
Jr. '51BA. 
Bridgewater College dean, Dr. Dale 
V. Ulrich, and the wife of a Bridge­
water graduate, Mrs. Harry K. (Neta)
Zeller, Jr. of Claremont, Calif., also
were conferees. The Rev. Dr. Robert
L. Sherfy '34AB of Bridgewater, Va.,
was a conference planner.
Teaching Recognized 
E. MAXINE ABSHIRE '51BA was one
of ten Illinois State University faculty 
members to receive the Robert G. 
Bone Distinguished Teacher award this 
spring. 
Miss Abshire, assistant professor of 
health and physical education for 
women, joined the ISU staff in 1960. 
The ten were chosen out of 940 
faculty members by a student com­
mittee. Selection was based on inter­
views, student opinion surveys, and 
contacts with staff members of other 
colleges and universities. 
The Bone committee has established 
a scholarship fund in the names of the 
ten awardees. 
be assigned to program automatic air de­
fense radar computers for the Air Force. 
1 / Lt Robert G. Kepler '66BA, recently 
returned from 1 ½ years service in Viet­
nam where he received the Commenda­
tion Air Force Medal. He is now sta­
tioned at Alconbury, England. Lt. Kep­
ler is in Intelligence with the USAF. 
Lucretia Sue Miller '66BA and James 
Vernon Lane, were married June 21, 
1969, in the Bridgewater (Va.) Church 
of the Brethren. They are at home at 
8800 Three Chopt Rd. W., Richmond, 
Va. 
Diane Huff man Rist '66BS, received 
a Master of Education degree at Chi­
cago's American Conservatory of Music 
in June. 
Susan Marion Squires '66BS and Lt. 
John Joseph Roman, were married on 
May 10, 1969, at the Lewinsville Presby­
terian Church, McLean, Va. They are at 
home in the Panama Canal Zone where 
Mrs. Roman is working for the govern­
ment as a systems analyst. 
Benjamin J. Stack '66, has been pro­
moted to District Scout Executive of 
the Bushwick-Arlington (N. Y.) District. 
Patricia Fol/mar Weber '66BA and 
Dean L. Weber '67BA, announce the 
birth of David Christian, on May 24, 
1969. 
1965 
Sue Grove Botkin '65BS and Delmer 
G. Botkin '64BA, announce the arrival
of Angie Sue on July 13, 1969.
John W. Glick '65BA, received the 
Master of Divinity degree from Bethany 
Theological Seminary in June. He is pas­
tor at Meyersdale (Pa.) Church of the 
Brethren. 
Barbara Hinegardner Hite '65 and W. 
Richard Hite announce the birth of a son, 
Chris Alan, on March 13, 1969. 
Robert H. Patterson '65BA, received 
the M.D. degree from George Washing­
ton School of Medicine, Washington, 
D. C., in June. He is now taking a
straight pathology internship at the uni­
versity.
Nathan H. Miller '65BA, received a 
Bachelor of Laws degree from the T. C. 
Williams Law School of the University 
of Richmond, in June. 
Douglas G. Shear '65BA, has accepted 
the position of instructor of applied hor­
ticulture at Sandhills Community College 
in Southern Pines, N. C. 
Judie DePriest Theiss '65BA and Vik­
tor Gary Theiss announce the birth of 
Michael Walter on April 18, 1969. They 
_ also have a two-year-old child, Terri Dee. 
1964 
J. Robert Branner '64BS, has been
elected to the position of treasurer of the 
Harrisonburg Exchange Club. He is also 
secretary of the Harrisonburg-Rocking­
ham Community Band. 
Charlotte Chamberlain Glick '64BS 
and John W. Glick '65BA, announce 
the arrival of Paula Diane on June 27, 
1969. 
Richard S. Harman '64BA, received a 
Ph.D. degree in government from the 
University of Virginia on June 8, 1969. 
Marba Lee Hart '64BA and Andrew 
Wojcicki were married December 21, 
1968, in Holy Trinity Church, George­
town, Md. They are spending the sum­
mer in England where Mr. Wojicicki is 
doing research at University College 
London. 
Bobby May '64BA, principal of Broad­
way (Va.) Elementary School, was 
elected president of the Rockingham 
County Principal's Association, taking 
office this fall. 
Shirley Phillips '64BA, received the 
Master of Education degree from the 
University of Delaware in June. 
1963 
Capt. Jerome C. Arnett, Jr. '63BA, 
attended the 40th annual Aerospace 
Medical Asso. meeting in San Francisco 
in May. Dr. Arnett is now assigned at 
Nha Trang AB, Vietnam. 
Jared J. Clem '63BA, has been named 
rehabilitation counselor for the Harrison­
burg-Rockingham Vocational Rehabilita­
tion Unit to work with youth in the Elk­
ton and Montevideo high school areas. 
Wayne S. Mitchell '63BA, received the 
Master df Arts degree in International 
Relations from American University in 
June. 
Benjamin F. Simmons '63BA, has been 
named coordinator of training on the 
World Ministries Staff, General Board, 
Church of the Brethren, his term to begin 
Sept. 1. 
1962 
Cecile Hall Eyler and D. William 
Eyler, Jr. '62BA, announce the birth of 
a: daughter, Renee Lynn, on March 24, 
1969. 
Bonnie Louise Forrer '62BS and John 
Harvey Rhodes were married July 19, 
1969, at Derry Presbyterian Church in 
Hershey, Pa. They will reside in Mechan­
icsburg, Pa. 
Patricia Huffman Sherfy '62BS, has 
been appointed part-time instructor in 
the Department of Music at Elizabeth­
town (Pa.) College. 
1961 
Gloria Meyers Denlinger '61BS and 
Charles Denlinger, announce the arrival 
of Joseph Austin, born March 29, 1969, 
adopted May 9, 1969. 
Karla Wilkison Harsh and Don E. 
Harsh '61BS, announce the birth of a 
son, Stephen Todd, on April 11, 1969. 
Kenneth W. Huffman '61BS, joined the 
CPA firm of Keeler & Phibbs, Harrison­
burg, Va., on May 1. 
1960 
Douglas T. Chilcoat '60BA, received 
the Doctor of Veterinary Medicine de­
gree from the University of Georgia in 
June. 
William T. Jenkins '60, has become 
full-time pastor at the Mt. Calvary 
Baptist Church, Ivy, Va. 
Ralph Warner '60BA, will be principal 
at Singers Glen (Va.) Elementary School 
this school year. 
1959 
Eugene A. Braun '59BS, received the 
Master of Science degree in education 
from Madison College in June. He is an 
instructor in the Business Administration 
department of Northern Virginia Com­
munity College. 
Beverly B. Good '59BA, pastor of 
Arbor Hill Church of the Brethren, was 
re-elected in July to the Shenandoah Dis­
trict Board. 
Jerry M. Wampler '59BA, has been 
appointed principal of John W. Wayland 
Intermediate School, Bridgewater, Va. 
Ruth Wichael Williams '59BS, received 
the Master's degree at Peabody Conserva­
tory, Baltimore, Md., in August, 1968. 
Martha Conner Bowman and John M. 
Bowman '59BA, announce the birth of a 
son, John Andrew, on March 13, 1969. 
1958 
Patricia Wright and Owen Wright 
'58BA, announce the arrival of Keelee 
Sue from Korea on April 4, 1969. She 
will be nine years old this September. 
James W. Moyers, Jr. '58BA, became 
Two alumnae lead 
nearly parallel lives 
ALUMNI FROM Bridgewater Col­
LEGE might be startled to board an 
American Airlines Astrojet and see 
two familiar faces: Linda Holland 
'67BS (left, in photo above), and 
Bonnie Glover '66BS. 
The two young women, both of 
whom were born in Baltimore, are 
members of American Airlines stew­
ardess corps, and their lives have 
paralleled in other ways. 
Linda joined the airline in Febru­
ary 1968 after working three months 
for the Baltimore Urban Renewal 
project. 
In 1967, she was chosen by Glam­
our Magazine as one of ten best 
dressed girls in college. A home econ­
omist, she is a member of Mu Epsilon 
Mu sorority. 
Stewardess Holland will become 
Mrs. Bruce Bagge, early this fall. Her 
fiance is vice president of McCormick 
and Co., a brokerage firm. 
Bonnie joined American Airlines in 
September, 1968, after having taught 
fifth grade in Baltimore. Like her 
friend, Linda, she was selected in 1966 
by Glamour Magazine as one of the 
ten best dressed girls on campus, and 
was a home economics major at B. C. 
The Bridgewater alumnae share an 
apartment in Chicago with two other 
stewardesses. 
principal of Broadway (Va.) High School 
on July 1. 
1957 
Dr. Dale L. Wampler '57BA, has been 
promoted to professor of chemistry at 
Juniata College, Huntingdon, Pa. He 
was recently aw;1rded a Senior Visiting 
Fellowship for post-doctoral studies at 
Cambridge University, England, where he 
and his family will spend the coming 
academic year. 
1956 
Sandra Yager Glick and Ray E. Glick 
'56BA, announce the arrival of Roger 
Edward on July 4, 1969. 17 
18 
Barbara Hilton Layman and T. Rod­
man Layman '56BA, announce the birth 
of a son, Geoffrey Cline, on Dec. 11, 
1968. 
David B. Rittenhouse '56BA, pastor of 
Pocahontas Church of the Brethren, was 
re-elected in July to the Shenandoah 
District Board. 
1955 
Arvella Pitsenbarger Blair and Charles 
W. Blair '55BA, announce the birth of
a daughter, Elizabeth Anne, on March 10, 
1969. Dr. Blair was among some 50 
educators who participated in two insti­
tutes on educational programming eval­
uation at the University of Virginia in 
June. He is head of the educational 
department at Madison College, Harri­
sonburg, Va. 
W. Wallace Hateher '55BA, has been
appointed a director of the First Na­
tional Bank of Broadway, Va. 
Doris Craun Slusser '55BA, earth sci­
ence and biology teacher at Ft. Defiance 
(Va.) High School, was one of 37 par­
ticipants to attend the NSF Summer In­
stitute at Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, 
N. Y. She was the only participant from 
Virginia selected to attend the Institute. 
1954 
James K. Evans, Jr. '54BS, was re­
cently elected to senior vice president 
and controller of Potomac Bank & Trust 
Co., Fairfax, Va. 
S. F. Gouldthorpe, Jr. '54BA, rector 
of St. Mark's Episcopal Church, Alex­
andria, Va., has been appointed by the 
Bishop of Virginia to the Board of Gov­
ernors of Christchurch School, Christ­
church, Va. 
Clyde W. Pugh '54BA, has been ap­
pointed as a member of the advisory 
board of the Valley National Bank at 
Bridgewater, Va. 
1953 
Carroll K. Jones '53BA, has been 
named principal of Elkton (Va.) High 
School. 
Charles Simmons '53BA, has been 
named assistant superintendent for in­
struction with the Albemarle County 
(Va.) School Board. 
1951 
W. Harold Garner '51BA, has been
appointed as Director of Institutional 
Research at Ohio Northern University. 
He will begin in this newly-created posi­
tion on Sept. 1. 
Ivan J. Mason '51BA, had an impor­
tant role in the Apollo 11 lunar landing 
mission. He is project officer, launch in­
formation systems, in the NASA Office 
of Manned Space Flight in Washington, 
D.C.
Dr. Carl McDaniels '51BA, has ac­
cepted a position with Virginia Poly­
technic Institute, Blacksburg, Va. He will 
begin Sept. 1 to organize and develop 
the counselor education program. 
Rev. David L. Rogers '51BA, will be­
come pastor of the Manchester Church 
of the Brethren, N. Manchester, Ind., 
on Sept. 1. 
1950 
Byron M. Flory, Jr. '50BA, received 
the Master of Sacred Theology degree 
from United Theological Seminary, Day­
ton, Ohio, on May 27, 1969. 
Broadway, Va. doctors John T. Glick, 
Jr. '50BA and William J. Hotchkiss 
'42BA, have been re-elected to active 
membership in the American Academy 
of General Practice, the national asso­
ciation of family doctors. Re-election to 
the organization signifies that the physi­
cian has successfully completed 150 
hours of accredited postgraduate medical 
study in the last three years. 
1949 
Edgar Flora '49BA, principal of 
Verona (Va.) Elementary School, was 
elected president of the District G Ele­
mentary Principals Association in May. 
A. Owen Shiffiett '49BA, has become
general manager of Wampler Chemical 
Co., Harrisonburg, Va. 
1948 
Eugene E. Smith '48BA, has been ap­
pointed to the position of general super­
visor by the Augusta Co. (Va.) School 
Board. He will work in the area of cur­
riculum development for grades 1 
through 12. 
Doctorate Received 
FRANK M. WILLIAMS '54BS, chair­
man of fine arts department at Roa­
noke College, has received his doc­
toral degree from Florida State Uni­
versity, Tallahassee. 
With Roanoke College for more 
than nine years, he is director of the 
Concert Choir and founded the Madi­
gral Singers and the applied music pro­
gram at the college. He received his 
master's degree from the University of 
Virginia. 
Dr. Williams and his wife, the for­
mer Helen Anderson of Waynesboro, 
Va., have four daughters and live in 
Salem, Va. 
Glenn S. Garner '47BA, pastor of the 
Linville Creek Church of the Brethren, 
has been elected to the Shenandoah Dis­
trict Board for 1969-70. 
1943 
Andrew D. Fitzwater '43, of Broad­
way, Va., as been named plant opera­
tional manager for Blue Ridge Poultry 
and Egg Company at Edinburg, Va. 
Rev. Garnett E. Phibbs '43BA, re­
cently received the annual civil liberties 
award of the American Civil Liberties 
Union of Northwestern Ohio. He has 
been associated with causes of fair hous­
ing, interfaith cooperation, separation of 
church and state, integration, and prob­
lems of migrants and the poor. 
Rev. Carl H. Zigler '43, is moderator 
of the District of Southern Ohio for the 
Church of the Brethren. 
1941 
DeWitt T. Miller '41BA, received a 
doctorate degree in education from the 
University of Virginia on June 8, 1969. 
He is assistant superintendent of schools 
at Hampton, Va. 
Wendell P. Flory '40BA, pastor of 
Waynesboro Church of the Brethren, was 
named moderator-elect in July of the 
Shenandoah District. 
1937 
Dr. William 0. Beazley '37BA, has 
been named administrative associate at 
Hardin-Simmons University in Abilene, 
Texas. Dr. Beazley has been with HSU 
from 1948-56 and since 1960. 
John W. Morris '37, Alexandria, Va., 
died May 6, 1969. 
1931 
James F. Hussey '31BA, Orlando, Fla., 
died Dec. 18, 1968. 
1929 
Alvin B. Compton '29, Manassas, Va., 
died Jan. 22, 1969. 
1928 
Dr. Raymond R. Peters '28BA, pastor 
of the Manchester Church of the Breth­
ren, North Manchester, Ind., was hon­
ored during a recognition dinner held 
August 9 at the Manchester College 
Union. Dr. Peters retired from the active 
pastoral ministry August 31 after serv­
ing for 41 years, the last four of them 
at the Manchester Church. Tributes were 
presented by former associates and rep­
resentatives of organizations he has 
served. 
Guy E. Wampler '28BA, pastor of 
Garber's Church of the Brethren, will 
serve as moderator for 1969-70 of the 
Shenandoah District. 
1925 
Caleb H. Smith '25BA, Huntington, 
W. Va., died April 23, 1969.
1923 
Cameron G. Yagel '23BA, has been 
named headmaster of Surry Academy, 
Surry, Va., effective July 1. 
1919 
Dr. Guy N. Hartman 'l9BA, received 
the Meyersdale, Pa., Rotary Club's Citi­
zen of the Year award last March. 
1918 
T. C. Anderson, Sr. '18Dal, died
March 3, 1969, in Lakeland, Fla. 
1917 
William A. Conner '17, Gloucester 
Point, Va., died in January, 1969. 
Eva Thomas Flory '17 and Galen D. 
Flory '15, celebrated their 50th wedding 
anniversary on April 2, 1969. 
1913 
Ira Barnhart '13Dal, Wirtz, Va., died 
April 1, 1969. 
1911 
Elmer A. Helsley '11BE, Woodstock, 
Va., died March 24, 1969. 
1909 
Walter Rodney Davies '09BE, Waynes­
boro, Va., died July 4, 1969. 
1904 
Wilbur Jennings '04BR, died March 
11, 1969, at Brownsville, Md. 
0. W. Thomas '04, Arlington, Va.,
died May 11, 1969. 
Have you taken a new job, received 
a promotion, moved into a new home, 
been blessed with a new child, pub­
lished an article, attended a conference, 
started graduate work, received a de­
gree, been given an award, elected to a 
civic, church, or professional post? 
If you've done any of these activities, 
drop a note with the particulars to the 
college Alumni Affairs Office for an 
item in "People We Know." 
Mr. Wampler Mr. Trout 
Alumni give conference support 
TRUE TO ITS p AST RECORD of pro­
viding leadership for the Church of 
the Brethren in many posts over the 
years, this year's denominational as­
sembly in June at Louisville, Ky., also 
included many personnel and alumni 
of the Bridgewater campus com­
munity. 
Bringing the keynote address at the 
opening Tuesday night session was 
Guy E. Wampler, Jr. '56BA, pastor 
of the Ephrata, Pa., congregation, who 
urged the church to cast itself on the 
side of creative change. 
President Geisert was chairman of 
a special interest session one evening 
on "What Do Blacks Want?-the Cur­
rent Shape of the Black Movement," 
and spoke at the college's alumni 
lunch on Saturday of the conference. 
S. Loren Bowman '34AB, recipient
of an honorary degree from the col­
lege in June, is chief administrative 
officer of the denomination. 
Conference choir director was Philip 
E. Trout 'SOBS, B.C. music depart­
ment chairman, and assisting in news
coverage was Ronald E. Keener, pub­
lic information director. Bridgewater's
student senate president Lynn N.
Myers '70BA of Boones Mill, Va.,
represented the student viewpoint on
a panel discussing "The Big Issue
in Education as I See It." Five B. C.
students also led the Saturday morning
worship service of the conference.
Robert L. Sherfy '34AB, pastor of 
the Bridgewater congregation, was a 
member of a Saturday night panel dis­
cussing "Church Renewal: Directions 
for the Church of the Brethren." A 
Bridgewater College trustee, Harry M. 
Gardner '50BA of Arlington, Va., 
was also a panel member. 
Conference moderator was Dr. Mor­
ley J. Mays, president of Elizabeth­
town College and a former Bridge­
water faculty member. 
Dr. William G. Willoughby, B. C. 
professor of philosophy and religion, 
and W. Harold Row '33BA, of Elgin, 
Ill., were confirmed as Brethren rep­
resentatives to the National Council of 
Churches. 
Floyd H. Mitchell '44BA, pastor of 
the Martinsburg, Pa., congregation, 
was elected to a three-year term on the 
General Board. 
Named to the nominating commit­
tee of Standing Committee were Fred­
erick A. Driver '52BA of Grottes, 
Va., and Edgar S. Martin '35BA of St. 
Petersburg, Fla. 
College trustee Nor man L. Harsh, 
a pastor from Staunton, Va., will serve 
under the General Services Commis­
sion of the General Board's reorgan­
ized structure. 
Other Bridgewater alumni who pro­
vided leadership for this year's con­
ference included John C. Eller '41BA 
of Chicago; Donald E. Fancher '58BA 
of Elgin, Ill.; James S. Flora '52BA 
of Palmyra, Pa.; Merlin Garber '36 of 
Frederick, Md.; Orville L. Gardner 
'52BA of Indianapolis, Ind.; Richard 
and Harriet Rader '60BA, David L. 
Rogers '51BA, Owen G. Stultz '51BA, 
and Fred W. Swartz '58BA, all of 
Roanoke, Va.; Dr. Fred Wampler 
'53BA of Williamson, W. Va., and 
Carl Shull 'SOBS of Elizabethtown, Pa. 19 
20 
personal mention 
Paul Kli.ne: seulptor 
-with a -welding toreh 
THE SCULPTURE of art department 
chairman Paul M. Kline was recog­
nized in two competitions this spring. 
In June a wood and steel piece 
called "Charioteer" was a purchase 
award made by the Frye Building Co., 
in Roanoke, Va. It had been displayed 
at a one-day sidewalk show of the 
Roanoke Fine Arts Center. 
Mr. Kline, on the college faculty 
since 1959, won a first prize in May 
in the sculpture category for his "Sun 
Variation," a 15-inch metal construc­
tion of steel rod, copper and brass, in 
the 11th annual art festival of the 
Petersburg, Va., Area Art League. 
Mr. Kline also exhibited a number 
of his sculptures at the Virginia Beach 
boardwalk show in July, and later in 
the month unveiled an architectural 
piece of copper and brass, commis­
sioned by a Harrisonburg couple. The 
free-standing construction, about 5 
feet high, is called "Sun Variation 2" 
and stands in a fountain of water on 
the patio of the private residence. 
Another recent involvement was his 
participation in an arts and craft dem­
onstration at Tuttle Lane, a crafts shop 
near Churchville, Va., where he ex­
hibited his welding technique in 
sculpturing. 
New art department facilities are 
part of the Rebecca Hall renovation 
that will be ready for occupancy in 
September. And the Campus Center 
has a specially equipped art exhibit 
room for the showing of student art 
and sculpture as well as exhibits of 
Mr. Kline and his associate, Robert 
E. Purvis. Outside artists will be sched­
uled through the year too.
Two oil paintings and a sculpture 
were purchased from students this 
Sun Variation 
spring in an acquisition program of 
student art begun in 1967. Purchase 
awards for the art department's per­
manent collection are selected by the 
art faculty from all work-paintings, 
drawings, sculpture-produced by the 
students in the studios during the 
school year. 
Oil paintings acquired were done 
by Larry L. Matthews, a Chinco­
teague, Va., junior, and Virginia M. 
Anson, Conowingo, Md., a June grad­
uate. A piece of sculpture of Nancy 
F. Boller, a senior this fall from
Graceham, Md., was also purchased.
Mr. Purvis, assistant art professor, 
will exhibit art and sculpture at the 
November 1-2 homecoming of Lynch­
burg College, his alma mater. In J anu­
ary he exhibited at Richmond's City 
Hall and will have a show at the col­
lege's Campus Center early this fall. 
mentwnables 
ADV AN CEMENTS IN RANK for several 
faculty members were made effective 
with the college year: 
To associate professor, Russell L. 
Dunlap, English; James A. Goering, 
German; David G. Metzler, philos­
ophy and religion; Dr. Martha B. 
Thronton, religion, and John E. White, 
mathematics and statistics. 
To assistant professor, Raymond 
J. D. Baker, economics, and C. Frank
Fuller, Jr., drama and speech.
THIRTEEN FACULTY MEMBERS 
taught in the summer session, while 
many of their colleagues vacationed, 
taught elsewhere, did research or ad­
vanced their professional growth. 
Among them were: 
Dr. John W. Martin, professor of 
chemistry, was a research associate 
in the medical chemistry laboratories 
of A. H. Robins Co., Richmond, a 
drug manufacturer. 
Head Librarian Orland Wages at­
tended the Institute on the Acquisi­
tion of Non-Western Library Mate­
rials at Columbia University under a 
Federal grant. 
Robert B. Houts, Jr., assistant pro­
fessor of Spanish, is taking a leave of 
absence for the 1969-70 term, pursu­
ing a doctoral program at the Univer­
sity of Kentucky. He has been granted 
an assistantship by the Spanish and 
Italian department there. 
Dr. William W. Willoughby, philos­
opy and religion department chairman, 
spent the summer at La Verne Col­
lege in California teaching a graduate 
course on "Philosophical and Socio­
logical Foundations of Education." 
Donald E. Corbin, assistant profes­
sor of Romance languages, was 
awarded a stipend for nine weeks of 
study this summer in France made 
through Ohio State University and 
the U. S. Office of Education. He 
conducted a student tour of Europe 
for the remaining three weeks. 
Dr. Lowell V. Heisey, chemistry de­
partment chairman, participated in a 
National Science Foundation institute 
at American University, Washington, 
D.C., for six weeks. He was one of
30 selected from 400 applicants for
the institute, intended to assist partici­
pants in developing course curricu­
lum in their fields.
Dr. Francis E. Silliman, professor 
of biology, was traveling, conferenc­
ing, and teaching introductory biology 
at the University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill. 
Assistant physics professor, Dr. 
Donald L. Deardorff, worked on a Na­
tional Science Foundation supported 
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ALUMNI DIRECTORY 
Alumni Association Board of Directors 
Term expiring in 197g
Jesse D. Robertson '45BA, 1434 AikenSt., Staunton, Va. 24401 
Galen Wolfe '47BA, Mt. Carmel Rd.,Parkton, Md. 21120 (Baltimore Chap­
ter) 
J. M. Bennett '23BA, 123 Pine St., Wyo­ming, Del. 19934 (Delmarva Chapter) 
Harold Moyer '51BA, P. 0. Box 5463,Roanoke, Va. 24019 (Roanoke Chap­
ter) 
Roland Zimmerman '59BS, 102 Ingle­wood Ct., Charlottesville, Va. 22901
(Charlottesville Chapter) 
Wayne Judd '64BA, Highland Ave.Church of the Brethren, Elgin, Ill.60120 (Chicago Chapter) 
Mrs. Olive Shafer Long '36BA, Middle­town, Md. 21769 (Cumberland Valley 
Chapter) 
Macy A. Bowman '18Dal, Rt. 2, Box 179,Martinsville, Va. 24112 (Henry County
Chapter) Dee Craun '28, 1673 Condor, Norfolk, w. Wallace Hatcher '55BS, Sunset Hgts.,Va. 23518 (Tidewater Chapter) Broadway, Va. 22815 (North Rock-J.aeab Zigle1 '39BA, Rt. 3, \lhstrninstC!, ingham Chapter) Md 21157 Wan·a/l Conmy c_tzapiei) )Bettie Kile '53, 226 Lancaster Ave., Lan-���� ' caster, Pa. 17603 (Pennsylvania Chap­
ter) 
Term expiring in 1971 
Carl McDaniels '51BA, 724 S. Broce Dr.,Blacksburg, Va. 24060 
Garland F. Miller '33, Rt. 2, Bridgewater,Va. 22812 
Fred W. Swartz '58BA, 560 HedgelawnAve., N.E., Roanoke, Va. 24019 
Term expiring in 1972
Paul B. Foster '47BA, Rt. 11, Box 681,Roanoke, Va. 24012 
Donald L. Glick '49BA, Port Republic,Va. 24471 
Lester Paul Burtner '50BA, 937 CentralAve., Harrisonburg, Va. 22801 
Edgar A. Flora '49BA, Mt. Sidney, Va.24467 (Augusta County Chapter) 
Carlyle Whitelow '59BA, 100 Mt. Craw­ford Ave., Bridgewater, Va. 22812
(Dayton-Bridgewater Chapter) 
Mrs. Betty Poling Flory '52BS, 7720 Xenia Pike, Dayton, 0. 45432 (South­
ern Ohio Chapter) 
Earl F. Seese '27Dal, Rt. 2, Box 16,Sebring, Fla. 33870 (Florida Chapter) 
Earle Flora '67, RFD, Box 53, GladeHill, Va. 24092 (Franklin County
Chapter) 
Mrs. Violette Hoover Brooks '24BA; 220Hillcrest Dr., Fredericksburg, Va.22401 (Richmond Chapter) 
Roy E. Clarke '21BA, Rt. 4, Blountville,Tenn. 37617 (Tennessee Chapter) 
Lester S. Evans '33BA, Scherr, W. Va.26726 (V pper Potomac Valley Chapter) 
Terry Slaubaugh '61BA, Rt. 1, McGa­heysville, Va. 22840 (Harrisonburg­
East Rockingham Chapter) 
Presidents of Local Chapters 
Augusta County 
Grant Simmons '52BA, Rt. 2, Waynes­boro, Va. 22980 
Baltimore 
Mrs. Lois Huffman Quesenberry '59BS,302 Linden Ave., Towson, Md. 21204 
California 
Harry K. Zeller '36BA, 2220 Fifth Ave.,LaVerne, Calif. 91750 
Carroll County 
Loren S. Simpson '40BA, Rt. 5, Box 45,Westminster, Md. 21157 
Charlottesville 
Homer Dulaney (vice president) '53BA,604 Shamrock Rd., Charlottesville, Va.22901 
Chicago (No meeting) 
Emmert F. Rice, '52BS, 17 W. 331 Hal­sey Rd., Villa Park, Ill. 60181 (1968-69) 
Cumberland Valley 
Michael Gardner '66BA, Rt. 5, Mill Vil­lage, Hagerstown, Md. 21740 
Dayton-Bridgewater 
Vernon Merkey (vice president) '53,Rt. 1, Bridgewater, Va. 22812. 
Dayton, Ohio 
Mrs. Elizabeth Glick Rieman '44BS,1400 Cornell Dr., Dayton, 0. 45406 
Delmarva 
Mrs. Anna Schwaninger Ebling '55,Greensboro, Md. 21639 
Fairfax-Prince William (No election) 
E. Thornton Lam, '61BA, 12105 Torea­dor Lane, Oakton, Va. 22124 (1968-69) 
Florida 
Edgar S. Martin '35BA, 7040 38th Ave.N., St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710 
Franklin County 
Ronald Dodson '65BA, Rt. 4, RockyMount, Va. 24151 
Harrisonburg-East Rockingham 
Ray Glick '56BA, Rt. 1, McGaheysville,Va. 22840 
Henry County 
R. Thomas Fralin, Jr. '63BA, Rt. 2, Box170, Martinsville, Va. 24112 
New York
Robert B. Garber '37BA, 27 BedfordPl., Glen Rock, N. J. 07452 
North Rockingham 
A. Joseph Caricofe '27BA, Rt. 2, Timber­ville, Va. 22853 
Pennsylvania 
Otis D. Kitchen '53BS, 575 E. WillowSt., Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022 
Richmond 
J. Hiram Zigler '39BA, 1307 CastletonRd., Richmond, Va. 23225 
Roanoke 
R. Coleman Reid '60BS, Rt. 11, Box672, Roanoke, Va. 24019 
Tennessee
Galen B. Crist '40BA, 310 E. ChilhowieAve., Johnson City, Tenn. 38701 
Tidewater
Lee A. Eckard '56, 4513 Par Drive,Virginia Beach, Va. 23462 
Upper Potomac
Mrs. Carolyn Spoerlein Updyke '64BA,624 S. Third St., Oakland, Md. 21550
Washington, D. C. (No election)
James M. Ogburn :61BS, 6220 Breeze­wood, Greenbelt, Md. 20770 (1968-69) 
